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1. IntrodutionIn the minimal onformal models [1℄, the orrelation funtions of the hiralprimary �elds are given as ertain integrals of hypergeometri type [2℄, based onthe free �eld realization of the Virasoro algebra [3℄. This type of the integralrepresentation is generalized to other models and now it seems that any rationalCFT admits suh integral representation.For the Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) models [4, 5, 6℄, the free �eldrealization of the Ka-Moody algebras (Wakimoto realization) has been studiedby several authors [7, 8, 9℄, and their general properties are lari�ed [10, 14, 16℄.So far to derive the integral representation, straightforward appliation of theWakimoto realization has not been so suessful exept for some partiular ases[10, 11℄. This is entirely due to the ompliated struture of this realization [12℄.The aim of the present paper is to overome this diÆulty and derive theintegral representation for the WZNW models orresponding to arbitrary simpleLie algebras. Without treating the ompliated expliit form of the Wakimotorealization, we an get the onrete result by using the \Ward identity for thesreening urrents".On the other hand, there is an independent approah to the integral represen-tations [17, 18, 19℄ based on the generalized theory of hypergeometri type equa-tions [20℄. In partiular, Shehtman and Varhenko proposed general integralrepresentations for the solution of the Knizhnik-Zamolodhikov (KZ) equation[19℄. We �nd that our result agrees with them ompletely.This paper is arranged as follows. In setion 2, we briey review the Waki-moto realization. We then study the integral formulas for the WZNW orrelationfuntions in setion 3. This setion ontains the main results of the paper. Insetion 4, we disuss the supersymmetri generalization. In Appendix A, the free�eld realizations of the �nite dimensional simple Lie algebras and the Ka-Moodyalgebras are summarized. In Appendix B, we desribe the Shehtman-Varhenkosolution. 2



2. The Wakimoto RealizationWe start with reapitulating the results of the Wakimoto realization [10, 14,16℄. For more details we refer to Appendix A.x2.1. Let g be a �nite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over C. Let e�i ,f�iand hi (i = 1; � � � ; l =rankg) be the Chevalley generators of g with the ommu-tation relations; [hi; hj℄ = 0; [e�i ; f�j ℄ = Æijhj ;[hi; e�j ℄ = aije�j ; [hi; f�j ℄ = �aijf�j : (2:1)where �i is the simple root, and aij is the Cartan matrix. The artan matrix isrealized as aij = (�i; �j), where �i = 2�2i �i is the oroot of �i, and ( , ) is thesymmetri bilinear form.The aÆne Ka-Moody algebra ĝ assoiated with the Lie algebra g is de�nedby the operator produt expansions (OPE);Hi(z)Hj(w) = k(z � w)2 (�i; �j) + � � � ;Hi(z)E�j (w) = 1z � waijE�j (w) + � � � ;Hi(z)F�j (w) = �1z � waijF�j (w) + � � � ;E�i(z)F�j (w) = k(z � w)2 2�2i Æij + 1z � wÆijHj(w) + � � � ; (2:2)
where k is the level. The energy-momentum tensor TSug(z) is given by theSugawara onstrution;TSug(z) = ��1 : lXi=1 Hi(z)H i(z) +X�>0 �22 �E�(z)F�(z) + F�(z)E�(z)� :; (2:3)where � = k + h and h is the dual Coxeter number of g.3



For eah positive root � 2 �+, we introdue bosons ��(z) and �(z), withonformal weights 1 and 0, satisfying the anonial OPE;��(z)�(w) = 1z � wÆ�� + � � � ; (2:4)The energy-momentum tensor T�(z) isT�(z) =X�>0 : ��(z)��(z) : : (2:5)We also introdue free bosons �i(z)'s for i = 1; � � � ; l, with the OPE;y�i(z)�j(w) = ��1(�i; �j)log(z � w) + � � � ; (2:6)from whih we onstrut the energy-momentum tensor of Feigin-Fuks type;T�(z) = lXi=1 : �2��i(z)��i(z)� �i�2�i(z) :; (2:7)where � = 12P�>0 � is the half sum of positive roots.Then we have2.1.1. THEOREM. [14℄. The Ka-Moody algebra (2:2) an be realized by thefree �elds (2:4) and (2:6) as followsE�(z) =X�>0 : V �� �(z)���(z) :;Hi(z) = �X�>0(�i; �) : �(z)��(z) : +���i(z);F�i(z) =X�>0 : V ���i�(z)���(z) : +���i(z)(z)�i + i��i(z);TSug(z) = T�(z) + T�(z); (2:8)
where V �� (x) and V ���i(x) are the polynomials of x� de�ned in Appendix A. They Our notation for �(z) is di�erent from ordinary one. To get the ordinary �(z), we mustsubstitute �(z) ! i ��1=2�(z). 4



oeÆient i in F�i(z) is given by [13℄i = 2�i2k + h� �i2�i2 : (2:9)x2.2. There exists one more important ingredient in the Wakimoto realization,that is the \sreening urrent".De�ne the \sreening urrent" si(z), orresponding to the simple root �i ;si(z) = S�i(z)e��i��(z);S�(z) =X�>0 : S���(z)���(z) :; (2:10)where S��(x) is also a polynomial of x� given in Appendix A.Then we get2.2.1. PROPOSITION. The \sreening urrent" si(z) satis�esE�(z)sj(w) = 0 + � � � ;Hi(z)sj(w) = 0 + � � � ;F�i(z)sj(w) = ��Æij 2�i2 ��w� 1z � we��j ��(w)�+ � � � ;TSug(z)sj(w) = ��w� 1z � wsj(w)�+ � � � : (2:11)
Note that the sreening harge R dte����(t)S�(t) is well de�ned only for thesimple roots �i's, though S�(t) is well-de�ned for all the positive roots.x2.3. Now we give a natural highest weight representation. For arbitrary weightvetor �, the vertex operator e���(z) satis�es the highest weight ondition;E�(z)e���(w) = 0 + � � � ;Hi(z)e���(w) = �iz � we���(w) + � � � : (2:12)It has the onformal weight (�; �+ 2�)=� w.r.t. the Tsug(z).5



For \ordered" set of simple roots, I = f�1; � � � ; �rg,y the �eldse���(z)P I� (z) � Z rYi=1 dtiF�i(ti)e���(z) (2:13)form the basis of the desendants of the highest weight vetor e���(z).z Sine the�(z) terms (2.8) give no singularity, they don't ontribute to this integral. Sothe operator P I� (z) 2 C[�(z)℄ an be onstruted from a lassial polynomialP I� 2 C[x�℄ below (A.10) by replaing x� with �(z).Hene the vetors e���(z)P�(z), with arbitrary polynomial P�(z) 2 C[�(z)℄,form the highest weight representation of the Wakimoto realization.3. Integral Formulas from the Wakimoto RealizationWe prove the Shehtman-Varhenko integral formulas [19℄ for the solutionof the KZ equation by using the Wakimoto realization.x3.1. In the free �eld realization, a orrelation funtion of the hiral primary�elds is represented by the orrelation of the sreening harges as well as thevertex operators. For WZNW models it takes the form;Z mYi=1 dtih mYi=1 e��i��(ti)Si(ti) nYa=1 e�a��(za)Pa(za)i: (3:1)Here �1; :::; �m are simple roots that �ll the gap between the highest weights ofthe inoming states �1; :::; �n and the outgoing state �1, i.e.nXa=1 �a � �1 = mXi=1 �i: (3:2)In the set f�1; :::; �mg or f�1; :::; �ng some �'s or �'s may be repeated.y We sometimes use over-simpli�ed notation I = f�1; � � � ; �rg to denote an ordered set I ofsimple roots �i, although they should be understood as f�i1 ; � � � ; �irg.z In what follows the operator fators in produt symbol Q are assumed to be ordered inthe sense that Qi2f1;2;4gOi = O1O2O4 (6= O2O1O4):6



Calulation of the � �eld orrelation is standard and the result is given bythe di�erene produts;Q � h mYi=1 e��i��(ti) nYa=1 e�a��(za)i= mYi<j(ti � tj)�i��j� mYi=1 nYa=1(ti � za)��i��a� nYa<b(za � zb)�a��b� : (3:3)
x3.2. Let us next alulate the �- orrelation! = h mYi=1 S�i(ti) nYa=1Pa(za)i: (3:4)This form ! is single valued meromorphi funtion (1-form) of z's ( t's ).Diret evaluation of ! is quite umbersome sine the expliit form of S�(t)and P (z) is ompliated in general. We �nd, however, that ! an be alulatedwithout using the expliit formula for S�(t) and P (z). All we need is the followingOPE relations,3.2.1. LEMMA. The � parts of the sreening urrents and the vertex operatorsatisfy S�(t1)S�(t2) =X>0 1t1 � t2f��S(t2) + � � � ;S�(t)P (z) = 1t� z (S�P )(z) + � � � ; (3:5)where f�� are the struture onstants of n+ and the operator (S�P )(z) 2 C[�(z)℄orresponds to the polynomial (S�P ) =P� S��(x) ��x�P (x) 2 C[x�℄ .This lemma follows form the fat that S�(t) is onstruted in terms of \leftn+- urrent", and S�(z) and P (z) are of order 1 and 0 w.r.t. ��(z)'s, respetively.7



Using these relations, we obtain the \Ward identity for the sreening ur-rents";hS�(t)S�1(t1) � � �S�m(tm)P1(z1) � � �Pn(zn)i= mXi=1 1t� ti f���ihS�1(t1) � � �S�(ti) � � �S�m(tm)P1(z1) � � �Pn(zn)i+ nXa=1 1t� za hS�1(t1) � � �S�m(tm)P1(z1) � � �S�Pa(za) � � �Pn(zn)i: (3:6)
Iterative use of this equation gives3.2.2. PROPOSITION. The � orrelation ! is given by! =Xpart nYa=1hYi2Ia S�i(ti)Pa(za)i; (3:7)

hS�1(t1) � � �S�q(tq)P (z)i= Xperm 1(t1 � t2)(t2 � t3) � � � (tq � z)h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i; (3:8)where Ppart stands for the summation over all the partition of I = f1; 2; � � � ;mginto n disjoint union I1 [ I2 [ � � � [ In and Pperm the summation over all thepermutation of the elements of f1; 2; � � � ; qg.The proof is given by indution, or heking the OPE diretly. In this proof,it is used that the � propagator 1z�w satis�es; 1t1�t2 � 1t2�t3 = 1t1�t3 �f 1t2�t3� 1t2�t1g:Note that hS�1(t1) � � �S�q(tq)P (z)i is symmetri with respet to S�i(ti)'s, buth(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i depends on the ordering of S�i 's ( see x3.3 below ). We seeproposition 3.2.2 is similar to the 1st solution (B.4), (B.5) presented by Sheht-man and Varhenko [19℄. 8



3.2.3. EXAMPLE. The �rst few examples arehS�(t)P (z)i = h(S�P )(z)it� z ;hS�1(t1)S�2(t2)P (z)i = h(S�1S�2P )(z)i(t1 � t2)(t2 � z) + h(S�2S�1P )(z)i(t2 � t1)(t1 � z) ;hS�1(t1)S�2(t2)P1(z1)P2(z2)i = hS�1(t1)S�2(t2)P1(z1)ihP2(z2)i+ hS�1(t1)P1(z1)ihS�2(t2)P2(z2)i+ hS�2(t2)P1(z1)ihS�1(t1)P2(z2)i+ hP1(z1)ihS�1(t1)S�2(t2)P2(z2)i:
(3:9)

x3.3. Our �nal task is to evaluate h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i. We will show that thisorrelation an be alulated by using only �nite dimensional algebra.Note that only the -number term of the operator (S�1 � � �S�qP )(z) 2 C[�(z)℄has nonzero ontribution to the orrelation h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i. Moreover theonstant term of the operator (S�1 � � �S�qP )(z) 2 C[�(z)℄ is the same as that ofthe polynomial S�1 � � �S�qP 2 C[x�℄. Therefore we an evaluate this orrelatorby using the di�erential operators de�ned in Appendix A, as;h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i = h0jS�1 � � �S�qP j0i; (3:10)where ��x� j0i = 0, h0jx� = 0 and h0j0i = 1.Sine h0jS� = �h0jE� and [S�; E�℄ = 0, we haveh0jS�1 � � �S�qP j0i = �h0jS�2 � � �S�qE�1P j0i: (3:11)Thus we have proved3.3.1. LEMMA. The orrelator h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i is nothing but the \Shapo-valov form" up to sign,h(S�1 � � �S�qP )(z)i = (�1)qh0jE�q � � �E�1P j0i; (3:12)where E�j0i = 0 , Hij0i = �ij0i , h0jHi = �ih0j , h0jF� = 0 and h0j0i = 1.9



For the basis vetor P I j0i = Qrj=1 F�j j0i, the Shapovalov form enjoys theindutive formula;h0j qYi=1S�i rYj=1F�j j0i = qXk=1 Æ�k�1 2�2k ( qXl=k+1�k ��l��k ��)h0j qYi6=kS�i rYj=2F�j j0i: (3:13)Combining this Shapovalov form and proposition 3.2.2 , we geth qYi=1S�i(ti)P f�1;���;�rg� (z)i= qXk=1 Æ�k�1 2�2k ( qXl 6=k �k � �ltk � tl � �k � �tk � z )h qYi6=kS�i(ti)P f�2;���;�rg� (z)i: (3:14)
Iterative use of this equation gives the expression for !. Most of the termsin (3.8) vanish unless Pqi=1 �i = Prj=1 �j , i.e. f�1; � � � ; �qg = f�1; � � � ; �rg as a\set". Then we have3.3.2. PROPOSITION. For the basis vetors P Ia�a(za), the � orrelation !is given by ! = � nYa=1hYi2Ia S�i(ti)P Ia�a(za)i; (3:15)
h rYi=1 S�i(ti)P f�1;���;�rg� (z)i = � rYk=1f 2�2k ( rXl=k+1 �k � �ltk � tl � �k � �tk � z )g; (3:16)where � is the symmetrization of the variable t's assoiated with the same �'s.The proof is given by indution. Note that hQri=1 S�i(ti)P f�1;���;�rg� (z)i de-pends on the ordering of �i's of P f�1;���;�rg� , although it is symmetri w.r.t.S�i(ti)'s. We see that proposition 3.3.2 oinides with the 2nd solution of Sheht-man and Varhenko (B.6), (B.7) up to an overall fator [19℄.10



3.3.3. EXAMPLE. The �rst few examples areh0jS�F� j0i = Æ�� 2�2 (� � � �);h0jS�1S�2F�1F�2j0i = 2�21 2�22 fÆ�1�1 Æ�2�2 (�1 � �2 � �1 � �)(��2 � �)+Æ�2�1 Æ�1�2 (��2 � �)(��1 � �)g;hS�(t)P f�g� (z)i = Æ�� 2�2 �� � � �t� z �;hS�1(t1)S�2(t2)P f�1;�2g� (z)i = 2�21 2�22 fÆ�1�1 Æ�2�2 ��1 � �2t1 � t2 � �1 � �t1 � z ��� �2 � �t2 � z �+Æ�2�1 Æ�1�2 ��2 � �1t2 � t1 � �2 � �t2 � z ��� �1 � �t1 � z �g:(3:17)x3.4. Finally we have the main theorem3.4.1. THEOREM. The formulas (3:3), (3:7) or (3:15) give the integral rep-resentation of the solution of KZ eq. (B:1) in the formZ mYi=1 dtiQ(t1; � � � ; tm; z1; � � � ; zn) !(t1; � � � ; tm; z1; � � � ; zn): (3:18)For more omplete expressions see Appendix B.
4. Generalization to the super WZNW modelsWe now turn to the supersymmetri generalization of the Wakimoto realiza-tion and the integral formulas for the orrelation funtions [27℄.x4.1. The Wakimoto realization of the super Ka-Moody algebras are essentiallygiven by the same way as the non super ase.11



The aÆne super Ka-Moody algebra is de�ned byHi(z1; �1)Hj(z2; �2) = kz1 � z2 � �1�2 (�i; �j) + � � � ;Hi(z1; �1)E�j (z2; �2) = �1 � �2z1 � z2aijE�j (z2; �2) + � � � ;Hi(z1; �1)F�j (z2; �2) = ��1 � �2z1 � z2 aijF�j (z2; �2) + � � � ;E�i(z1; �1)F�j (z2; �2) = kz1 � z2 � �1�2 2�2i Æij + �1 � �2z1 � z2 ÆijHj(z2; �2) + � � � ;(4:1)where � is a grassmann oordinate with onformal dimension �12 .Corresponding to the free �elds ��(z), �(z) and �i(z)'s, we introdue bosonsB�(z; �) and ��(z; �) ( spin 12 ; 0 ) and free bosons �i(z; �)'s, suh thatB�(z1; �1)��(z2; �2) = �1 � �2z1 � z2 Æ�� + � � � ;�i(z1; �1)�j(z2; �2) = ��1(�i; �j)log(z1 � z2 � �1�2) + � � � : (4:2)Notie that this B� propagator is nilpotent.Then we have4.1.1. PROPOSITION. The super Ka-Moody algebra (4:1) an be realizedin terms of the free �elds (4:2). It is given from proposition 2:1:1 by replaing��(z), �(z) and �i(z) with their orresponding super �elds B�(z; �), ��(z; �)and �i(z; �), and � with the ovariant derivative D = ��� +� ��z , and by hangingthe oeÆients as ; � = k and i = 2�i2k.Beause of the nilpoteny of the propagator, there is no anomaly in the OPE, : V �� ��(z1; �1)�B�(z1; �1) :: V Æ ��(z2; �2)�BÆ(z2; �2) : . Therefore the oeÆients� and i have rather simple form than non super ases.We introdue the sreening urrent si(z; �) and S�(z; �) de�ned by the similarway to (2.10), with the same polynomial S��(x).12



4.1.2. PROPOSITION. The sreening urrent si(z; �) satis�esE�(z1; �1)sj(z2; �2) = 0 + � � � ;Hi(z1; �1)sj(z2; �2) = 0 + � � � ;F�i(z1; �1)sj(z2; �2) = �Æij 2�i2D2��1 � �2z1 � z2 e��j ��(z2;�2)�+ � � � : (4:3)
The vertex operator e���(z;�)P�(z; �) is also given by the similar way to thenon super ase e.g. (2.13), with the same polynomial P (x).x4.2. We next give the integral formulas for the super WZNW orrelationfuntions. The results are almost the same as the last hapter's exept for theform of propagators.A orrelation funtion of the hiral primary �elds is given as similar to (3.1),with the super �elds �(z; �), S(z; �) and P (z; �), and an extra integral R Qmi=1 d�i.We obtain the � �eld orrelation Q by replaing (ti � tj) with (ti � tj � �i�j),et. in (3.3).Calulation of the B� orrelation ! is analogous to the last hapter's. Thereason is as follows;(1). S�(t; �) and P (z; �) satisfy the similar OPE in Lemma 3.2.1, with the prop-agator �1��2t1�t2 , sine they are onstruted in the same way as the non super ase.(2). The B� propagator satis�es the relation; �1��2t1�t2 � �2��3t2�t3 = �1��3t1�t3 �f�2��3t2�t3 � �2��1t2�t1 g:(3). The Shapovalov form does not hange, sine it has nothing to do with su-persymmetrization.But ! is antisymmetri under the exhange of S�(t; �)'s, so there appears anextra phase fator (�1)� under these permutation. Hene we obtain4.2.1. PROPOSITION. The B� orrelation ! is alulated from the propo-sition 3:2:2 and 3:3:2, with the propagator �1��2t1�t2 and the extra phase fator (�1)�w.r.t. the permutation of Ppart , Pperm and the symmetrization � .Finally we have 13



4.2.2. PROPOSITION. Our formulas for the super WZNW orrelation fun-tions give the integral representation of the solution of super KZ eq. (B:3).5. ConlusionUsing the Wakimoto realization and the \Ward identity for the sreeningurrents" (3.6), we have derived the orrelation funtion of the hiral primary�eld of the WZNWmodels on P 1 expliitly. The results oinide with the formulapresented by Shehtman and Varhenko. Thus we have presented the naturaland simple �eld theoretial proof of the Shehtman-Varhenko integral formulas.The integral representation provides an eÆient tool to investigate the mon-odromy properties of the onformal bloks and their relation to the quantumgroups [4, 16, 23, 24℄. We hope our formulation gives further insight into thisproblem. Appendix AWe briey summarize the free �eld realization of the �nite dimensional simpleLie algebras and the Ka-Moody algebras.xA.1. For a �nite dimensional simple Lie group G, the free �eld realizationis given by the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem. In the following we �x the Gaussdeomposition of G = N� �H �N+ and that of their Lie algebra g = n��h�n+.Let x� (� 2 �+) be a oordinate of the ag manifolds suh that z �exp(P� x�e�) 2 Y , where Y = B�nG , B� = N� � H is the Borel subgroup.The algebra g is realized on the polynomial ring C[x�℄ as (twisted �rst order)di�erential operators indued by \right ation" G on Y . The di�erential opera-tors E�, F� and Hi orresponding to the Chevalley generators e�, f� and hi are14



given by E� =X�>0V �� (x) ��x� ;Hi =X�>0V �i (x) ��x� + �i;F�i =X�>0V ���i(x) ��x� + �ix�i ; (A:1)
where � is the highest weight of the representation and V (x)'s are de�ned byz � exp(te�) = exp �tX�>0V �� (x) ��x� + O(t2)� � z;z � exp(thi) = exp(thi) exp �tX�>0V �i (x) ��x� +O(t2)� � z;z � exp(tf�i) = exp(tf�i) exp(thix�i) exp �tX�>0V ���i(x) ��x� + O(t2)� � z;(A:2)and V �� (x) = Æ�� � 12X>0 f��x + O(x2);V �i (x) = �(�i; �)x�;V ���i(x) = �X>0 f���ix � 12(�i; �)x�ix� +O(x3): (A:3)

There is another type of di�erential operators S� indued by \left ation" ofe� 2 n+ that plays an important role in this paper. They are given byS� =X�>0S��(x) ��x� ;exp(�te�) � z = exp �tX�>0S��(x) ��x� + O(t2)� � z; (A:4)15



and S��(x) = �Æ�� � 12X>0 f��x +O(x2): (A:5)By using the assoiativity of the algebra, we have[E�; S�℄ = 0;[Hi; S�℄ = (�i; �)S�;[F�i ; S�j ℄ = �(�i; �j)x�iS�j � �iÆij : (A:6)
xA.2. The free �eld realization of the Ka-Moody urrents E�(z), F�(z), Hi(z)and sreening urrents S�(z) is essentially obtained from E�, F�, Hi and S� bythe substitution [16℄;��x� ! ��(z); x� ! �(z); �i ! ���i(z): (A:7)Here we should take into aount the orretions due to the normal orderinge�et.For example, the OPE of two operators of the form V�(z) =P�>0 : V �� �(z)���(z) :orresponding to V� =P�>0 V �� (x) ��x� are given byV�(z)V�(w) =� 1(z � w)2 X�;�>0 ��V �� ��V �� �(w)�+ 1z � w X�;�>0 : �V �� ��V �� � V �� ��V �� ��(w)���(w) :+ 1z � w X�;�;�>0 ��(w)����V �� ��V �� �(w)�+ � � � ; (A:8)
where � = ��w and ��V � �(w)� 2 C[(w)℄ orresponds to ��x�V � (x) 2 C[x℄.In general, the oeÆients of the 1(z�w)2 terms are polynomials of (w)'s, andthey are di�erent from the required form (2.2). The oeÆient vanishes if it hasa positive weight w.r.t. H. So, by ounting the weight, it turns out that thedangerous OPE's are FE, FH, FF and HH.16



As is disussed in [14℄, these anomalous terms an be adjusted to the form of(2.2), by the renormalization of k : � = k+ h and adding ��(z) terms to F�(z),as followsyF�(z) =X�>0 : V ����(z)���(z) : + � rankgXi=1 ��i(z)W i���(z)�+X�>0���;��(z)���(z); (A:9)
where W i���(z)�;���;��(z)� 2 C[(z)℄, and h is the dual Coxeter number ofg. For simple root �i, (A.9) is given expliitly as the proposition 2.1.1. The otherF�(z) are onstruted from this F�i(z) through OPE.xA.3. Now we give the representation. For a simple Lie algebra g, the Vermamodule V� is generated by the highest weight vetor j�i whih satis�es e�j�i = 0,hij�i = �ij�i. Dual module V �� is generated by h�j whih satis�es h�jf� = 0,h�jhi = �ih�j. The bilinear form V �� 
 V� ! C de�ned by h�j�i = 1 is alledShapovalov form.For the free �eld realization of the simple Lie algebras, the state j0i � 1 2C[x�℄ is the highest weight vetor suh that��x� j0i = 0; E�j0i = 0; Hij0i = �ij0i: (A:10)The vetors P I� j0i =Q�i2I F�i j0i 2 C[x�℄, for ordered set I = f�1; � � � ; �rg, formthe basis of the desendants of j0i.We also introdue h0j 2 Hom(C[x�℄;C) that maps any polynomial P (x�) toits onstant term P (0), then we haveh0jx� = 0; h0jF� = 0; h0jHi = �ih0j: (A:11)The h0j , j0i expetation value gives the Shapovalov form.y A omplete proof of this statement is given in [15℄ by using Lie algebra ohomology.17



For the Wakimoto realization of the Ka-Moody algebras, the representationis given as x2:3.zOur notation is summarized as followsabstrat algebra B�nG realization Wakimoto realizationgenerators e�, f�, hi E�, F�, Hi E�(z), F�(z), Hi(z)module V� C[x�℄ C[�(z)℄e���(z)h.w.v. j�i j0i e���(z)
Appendix BIn this Appendix we summarize the solution of the KZ equation proposed byShehtman and Varhenko.xB.1. The KZ equation is formulated as follows. Fix the highest weights ofthe inoming states and outgoing states as (3.2). Put L � V�1 
 � � � 
 V�n. Thevetors fI j�i � Qna=1Qi2Ia f�ij�ai, for ordered partition of f1; 2; � � � ;mg into ndisjoint union I = I1 [ I2 [ � � � [ In, form the basis of L. Similarly h�jeI formsthe basis of L�. The Shapovalov form an be generalized on L� 
 L.In WZNW model the orrelation funtion of the hiral primary �elds satis�esthe KZ equation [5℄;� ��za j�(z1; � � � ; zn)i = Xb(6=a) 
abza � zb j�(z1; � � � ; zn)i; (B:1)where j�(z)i takes the value in L and
ab = dimgXi=1 1
 � � � 
 (a)X i 
 � � � 
 (b)X i 
 � � � 
 1 (B:2)with orthonormal basis Xi 2 g.z The struture of this representation was analyzed in [14, 16, 22℄ by similar method in [21℄.18



In super WZNW model the super KZ equation is given by [25, 26℄�� ���a + �a ��za �j�(z1; �1; � � � ; zn; �n)i = Xb(6=a) �a � �bza � zb
abj�(z1; �1; � � � ; zn; �n)i:(B:3)xB.2. The �rst solution of Shehtman and Varhenko takes the form of L-valued integral; j�(z)i = Z mYi=1 dtiQXpart nYa=1Yi2Ia f�i(ti)j �a(za)i; (B:4)where Q is given in (3.3) andqYi=1 f�i(ti)j �(z)i � Xperm 1(t1 � t2)(t2 � t3) � � � (tq � z) f�1 � � �f�q j�i: (B:5)We an show that j�(z)i is a highest weight vetor w.r.t. diagonal �(g) withhighest weight �1. This solution orresponds to the result of proposition 3.2.2.The 2nd solution is the ontravariant form of the 1st one w.r.t. the Shapo-valov form L� 
 L! C. Its value on h�jeI 2 L� is written ash�j eI j�(z)i = Z mYi=1 dtiQ� nYa=1hYi2IaG�i(ti)i�a(za); (B:6)where � is the symmetrization of the variable t's assoiated with the same �'sand h 1 i�(z) = 1;hG�(t) nYi=1G�i(ti)i�(z) = ( nXi=1 � � �it� ti � � � �t� z )h nYi=1G�i(ti)i�(z): (B:7)Note that the meromorphi funtion hQri=1G�i(ti)i�(z) depends on the orderingof the G's. This solution agrees with the result of proposition 3.3.2 up to anoverall fator. 19



These forms also enjoy the following interesting identities;�h nYi=1G�(ti)i�(z) = n�1Yj=0( j � � �2 � � � �) nYj=1 1tj � z ; (B:8)and� nXr=0(�1)r�nr� h rYi=1G�(ti)G�(y) nYi=r+1G�(ti) mYi=1G�i(xi)i�(z)= n�1Yj=0( j � � �2 + � � �) nYj=1 1tj � yf nXi=1 ��(ti) + ��(y)gh mYi=1G�i(xi)i�(z); (B:9)
where � is given by ��(t) = mXi=1 � � �it� xi � � � �t� z : (B:10)These formulas yield the following relations;hG n+1� i� = 0; n = 2 � � �� � �;fAd G�gn+1 �G� = 0; n = �2 � � �� � �; (B:11)whih an be understood from (3.5) naturally.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank A. Matsuo, T. Itoh, S. Hosono and the members ofKEK theory group for valuable disussions. We are also grateful to S.-K. Yangfor disussions and reading the manusript arefully.
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